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A MONKEY sits on a bench, wires running
from its head and wrist into a small box of
electronics. At first the wrist lies limp, but
within 10 minutes the monkey begins to flex
its muscles and move its hand from side to
side. The movements are clumsy, but they
are enough to justify a rewarding slug of
juice. After all, it shouldn't be able to move its
wrist at all.
A nerve connection in the monkey's upper
arm had previously been blocked with an
anaesthetic that prevented signals travelling
from its brain to its wrist, leaving the muscles
temporarily paralysed. The monkey was only
able to move its arm because the wires and
the black box bypassed the broken link.

Regaining control of the body (Image: Daniel Chang)
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The monkey was in Eberhard Fetz's lab at the University of Washington in Seattle. The experiment,
performed last year, was the first demonstration of a new treatment that might one day cure
paralysis, which is typically caused by a broken connection in the spinal cord. Though much work
has focused on using stem cells to regrow damaged nerve fibres, some researchers believe that an
electronic bypass like this is equally viable.
The idea is to implant electronic chips in the relevant regions of the brain to record neural activity.
Then a decoder deciphers the neural chatter, often from thousands of neurons, to figure out what the
brain wants the body to do. These messages must then be relayed - ideally wirelessly - to electrodes
that deliver a pulse of electricity to stimulate the muscles into action. Such "brain chips" are already
restoring hearing to the deaf and vision to the blind, and helping to stave off epileptic fits, so the idea
isn't as far-fetched as it might sound (see "Bionic medicine").
Every step of progress in tackling paralysis has been hard won. One of the early demonstrations that
it may be possible emerged in 2003, when José Carmena, then at Duke University in Durham, North
Carolina, successfully created an interface between brain and machine that allowed his lab monkeys
to play a computer game using only their minds.
To gain a juice reward, the monkeys had to move a cursor - initially with a joystick - to hit a target on
the computer screen. Beforehand, Carmena and his colleagues had implanted several chips
throughout the parietal and frontal lobes of the monkeys' brains - regions known to plan and control
movement. Each chip held up to 64 electrodes, which recorded the firing of the surrounding neurons
as the monkeys manipulated the joystick.
Once the system had successfully decoded the chatter from the monkeys' neurons, the program
stopped responding to the joystick's movement altogether and relied solely on the monkeys'
thoughts to control the cursor. Eventually even the animals worked this out and stopped holding the
joysticks as they completed the task (PLoS Biology, vol 1, p 42).
Manipulating a cursor on a computer screen is one thing, but whether such brain chips could
translate the more complicated tasks of daily life remained an open question until 2004, when John
Donoghue and colleagues from Cyberkinetics in Providence, Rhode Island, implanted a
100-electrode chip in the brain of a 25-year-old man known as MN, who had been left paralysed
from the neck down by a knife wound.
Over the subsequent nine months, MN successfully used this BrainGate chip to open emails,

operate a television and even control a robotic arm (Nature, vol 442, p 164). It was a promising step,
but the technology was far from perfect. "Although BrainGate1 worked well in many ways, at times
the control was not satisfactory," says Donoghue. And by the end of the trial, fluids from the brain
had degraded the chip. The team are now solving these problems, and earlier this year announced
the start of a clinical trial for an improved version of the chip.

With a chip implanted in his brain, a paralysed man was
able to open emails, operate the TV and even control a
robotic arm

The ultimate hope for many paralysed people, of course, is to regain movement in their own limbs.
Until Fetz's experiment last year, no one had successfully used an implant to bridge a broken
connection between the brain and the body. Trials of functional electrical stimulation (FES), in which
implanted electrodes directly stimulate muscles into action, had hinted that this might be possible.
But these impulses had been activated by external triggers, such as a switch controlled by one of the
patient's healthy limbs, and not directly by brain signals.
Not only did Fetz's work demonstrate that the electronics could descramble neural signals and relay
appropriate instructions to the limbs using FES, he also showed that the brain makes the job easier
than one might expect. Although the motor neurons that connected to the chip did not naturally
control the wrist, in a short time they adapted to the task and controlled complex actions (Nature, vol
456, p 639). "All neurons could be used equally well for control regardless of their original
association to movement," says team member Chet Moritz.
That could have an important implication for humans hoping to use similar implants in the future. "It
underscores the impressive flexibility of the brain in learning to adapt to novel connections, which
may play a key role in allowing neural prostheses to be adopted by patients," he says.
So could the same approach work in humans? There seem to be no fundamental obstacles, and
Donoghue plans to test the proposition in the new BrainGate trials, using his chip to control a limb
using FES. If successful, it will represent a milestone in the development of such treatments.
Direct electrical stimulation of muscles using FES is unlikely to be the final solution, however. This
direct approach uses a relatively powerful electric current applied to large areas of tissue, producing
fairly clumsy movements. A more elegant method, some claim, is to send the impulse along the
existing healthy nerves. That would require smaller local currents, delivered with greater precision, to
finer regions of the muscle tissue, which should allow more subtle control.

Coordination
As a bonus, nerve stimulation could simplify some of the demands placed on a brain chip. That's
because for many rhythmic activities, such as breathing, walking and crawling, the brain simply
sends a command signal and it is the spinal cord's in-built systems that orchestrate the fine
movements of each muscle. So if the healthy sections of a damaged spinal cord have retained their
ability to control movement, the electronic chip could transmit the brain signal around the broken
connection but leave the muscular orchestration to the spinal cord. In this case, a brain chip would
just beam the message to a second device implanted in the spine below the break, which would then
stimulate the spinal cord.

The chips could simply transmit the information around the
break, leaving the undamaged sections of the spinal cord to

orchestrate the muscles

That could "dramatically simplify the control signals needed from the brain", says Moritz, since for
these repetitive tasks the brain chip would just decode and transmit an umbrella command. Such
simplification should make the chips less likely to fail - an important consideration when the only way
to replace the chips is through invasive surgery - and also reduce their power consumption.
Using this principle in 2002, Vivian Mushahwar, now at the University of Alberta in Edmonton,
Canada, plugged four electrodes into a cat's spinal cord and delivered signals that mimicked the
brain's command to walk. Sure enough, the cat made stepping motions.
Simply relaying the messages across a break in this way would not help the worst injuries, however,
in which the spinal cord has lost its ability to coordinate muscles. In these cases, to minimise the size
of the brain chip, and the burden placed on it, the muscular orchestration would need to come from
either the chip implanted in the spinal cord, or an external device that communicates wirelessly with
the chips in the brain and the spine.
Calculating exactly which nerves to stimulate and in what pattern is no easy task, but the first
demonstration of an artificial "central pattern generator" was reported last year, when Mushahwar
and colleagues at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland, successfully tested such a chip
on a cat. With coordination coming solely from an external CPG chip connected to a handful of
electrodes that stimulated the cat's spine, the animal was able to walk (IEEE Transactions on
Biomedical Circuits and Systems, vol 2, p 212). In this experiment, the team were simply testing the
CPG's ability to orchestrate movement as an alternative to FES, so the trigger came from a manual
switch and not the cat's brain. The next hurdle will be to use the CPG in conjunction with a neural
chip.
While this CPG chip only dealt with the action of walking, in humans an additional external chip
might also offload some of the processing from the brain chip for non-repetitive motions like
clenching a fist or raising a hand. The brain doesn't necessarily produce an umbrella command for
all of these movements, so the neural implant would still need to detect a more complicated signal,
but the external chip could at least perform some of the processing to decode and relay these
comands to the relevant electrodes.
For many patients, technology like this would only solve half the problem, however. Paralysed
people who have lost feeling as well as movement in their limbs would need two-way systems to
pass sensations back to their brain. This information could come from artificial sensors, but ideally
the chip would read sensations from existing nerves and relay them to chips that stimulate the areas
of the brain that process tactile information.
Although work has been slower in this area, there's good evidence it will one day be possible.
Carmena, for instance, who is now at the University of California, Berkeley, recently stimulated a
rat's brain to feel sensations from some "virtual whiskers", causing it to move as if its own whisker's
had really brushed against an object. Similar technology could one day relay tactile information to
human brains.
If these advances in brain-chip capability are to be exploited, the researchers still need to ensure
that the chips are safe and durable. Biocompatibility, for instance, is a huge challenge, because
tissue in the brain can react badly to an implant, killing off the very neurons that the electronics are
trying to connect to. Recent efforts suggest a coating of growth hormones might mitigate this
problem, while others have shown chips that slowly exude stem cells might also work.
Then there's the problem of powering the devices. Most existing implants - like cochlear implants, for
example - are connected to a battery outside the head that can be replaced regularly. The electrodes
in the spine and limbs could be powered this way, but it's less practical for a chip deep within the
skull. Instead, such chips will need to be recharged by electromagnetic fields generated by a device
outside the head, so power consumption will have to be minimal.
One solution might be to offload the more difficult processing to a portable computer outside the
body, before passing the information back to the chips that stimulate the nervous system. In this way,
Reid Harrison at the University of Utah in Salt Lake City has produced a neural chip that uses just 8

milliwatts. That's less than the "standby" LED on the front of a TV set.

Security risks
All the pieces are gradually coming together, but whatever happens it will be a long time before
these chips can become a mainstream treatment: the US Food and Drug Administration requires as
much as 10 years of animal testing before a chip can be deemed safe enough to be implanted in
human brains. That means the latest technology, such as chips that stimulate tactile sensations in
the brain, will need extensive testing before clinical trials can begin.
Yet even once the technology has proven itself, the social issues surrounding the treatment will need
to be solved. Take the question of security, for example. Last year, a team of researchers
successfully hacked into a heart pacemaker and defibrillator through the wireless communication
that allows doctors to adjust its performance. Although the device wasn't implanted in anyone at the
time, it raised the possibility that hackers could disrupt a patient's treatment (New Scientist, 22
March 2008, p 23).
To make matters worse, there is currently no obvious way of protecting a defibrillator or pacemaker
from a hacker without inhibiting a doctor from accessing it during an emergency. Since neural
prostheses will rely so heavily on wireless links to communicate between the different components,
the risk to these chips may be even greater.
Perhaps most perplexing is the question of legal responsibility. If someone wearing a neural
prosthesis were to punch someone, who is to blame? The action may have been deliberate, in which
case the patient is to blame, or the chip may have been malfunctioning and the responsibility would
lie with the manufacturer. Discovering where the truth lay would be no easy task. The law has had
trouble catching up with the self-parking car, never mind an electronically controlled limb gone wild.

Bionic medicine
Paralysis is not the only condition that can be treated with chips in the brain
Deafness
The cochlear implant has been commercially available for many years. It detects sound and
creates a signal that is fed directly into the auditory nerve. In this way, damaged portions of
the ear can be bypassed entirely.
Blindness
Retinal prostheses are being tested in blind people who lack the ability to turn light signals
into neural signals. They can be plugged into the brain either at the retina itself, the optic
nerve, or even the visual cortex.
Parkinson's disease
Some people with Parkinson's are implanted with deep brain stimulation systems that can
prevent some of the shaking that is characteristic of the disease. Though the surgery
carries risks, a new study shows that people gained more than 4.5 "good" hours a day
using the devices (The Journal of the American Medical Association, vol 301, p 63).
Epilepsy
Devices known by some as "brain pacemakers" send regular electrical pulses to parts of the
brain associated with the condition, helping to prevent the neurons from firing in the
patterns associated with seizures.

Sunny Bains is a science journalist based in London
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Flexible electronics

High-performance ICs
learn to bend and stretch
By Sunny Bains

IN ELECTRONICS, rigid and flat is normal. In the real world,
not so much.
There are many applications in which it would be useful for
electronics to conform to curvilinear surfaces or to deform
with use, especially in sensing. A detector array could be made
to encircle the heart, stretching with each beat. An artificial
skin could be stretched around the wing of an aircraft, relaying
detailed local information while in flight. An artificial retina
could fit in the curved space at the back of the eye like the biological sensor it replaced. Thus far, however, flexible technologies have lacked the performance, manufacturability or, well …
flexibility to make such applications feasible.
But a new technology demonstrated at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) may be able to fill this
niche—one that is certain to widen once engineers are
allowed to think beyond flat and rigid. The new circuits are

designed to have long, thin interconnects, fabricated using
standard semiconductors (silicon, gallium arsenide and so
on) and conventional techniques, and then transferred onto a
stretched elastic sheet (see box below). Once the substrate is
relaxed, the interconnects—which are thin enough to bend
without breaking—buckle under the strain. If designed correctly, they can then buckle further if compressed or flatten if
stretched. Thus, an elastic circuit fabric can be created using
more-or-less ordinary electronics.
Alternatively, the elastic fabric can be used to form the
electronics into 3D shapes that can be transferred onto a rigid
substrate. This is how the UIUC team was able to create the
first hemispherical silicon camera.
Whether flexibility or shape is the goal, the approach has
the advantage of leveraging conventional microlithography
and semiconductor processing. John Rogers, who led the

THE TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES
v UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
researchers first demonstrated a
kind of elastic silicon in which thin
ribbons of the material were
directly attached to polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) while it was
being stretched. Once allowed to
relax, the incorporated ribbons
formed sine waves that varied in
wavelength and amplitude when
the elastic material was subsequently deformed. With this system, stretch and compression of a
few percent each could be accommodated. The ribbons shown here
are 20-µm wide and 100-nm thick.
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UIUC research, has set up a company—Semprius—to commercialize the technology. “The most important advantage,”
Rogers said, “is that we use known, established materials and
processing techniques to achieve levels of performance in the
circuits as high as comparably designed wafer-based systems,
but with levels of stretchability approaching that of a rubber
band [up to 100 percent strains and even larger]. An associated advantage is that we can fully exploit all existing electronics knowledge and fabrication facilities.”
Bob Reuss—an independent consultant and former DARPA
program manager and Motorola senior technologist—also
suggests the technology will, at the very least, find a niche.
“To achieve conformal and/or flexible electronics with at
least moderate functionality, I believe the technology will be
valuable, if not essential. So success will mean creation of a
new market segment,” he said.

v H OW E V E R , R E S E A R C H E R S
found they could get a more predictable
ribbon shape, and more flexibility, by
patterning the adhesive on the elastic
substrate so the semiconductor ribbons
could buckle without constraint by the
PDMS. This produced patterns with freestanding sine waves and a greater ability to stretch and compress. The ribbons
shown here, 50-µm wide and 290-nm
thick, were deposited on a substrate
with an initial strain of 50 percent.
Using these techniques, the team
achieved stretchability of 100 percent
and compressibility of 25 percent.

ARTIFICIAL EYEBALL: Thanks to
the design of circuits with
bendable interconnects and an
elastic transfer step, this
hemispherical detector array
was fabricated using
conventional 2D lithography.
S O U R C E : B E C K M A N I N S T I T U T E , U N I V. O F I L L I N O I S

Further, he added, “Elastic S is in my opinion an example of
‘more than Moore.’ It is not on the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors and perhaps never will be.
Rather, it is one of a variety of technologies being created
either to more effectively utilize IC technology for applications beyond computing and communications, or to actually

v N E X T, T H E R E S E A R C H E R S
demonstrated that the technique could
be used with working devices. Ultrathin circuits were fabricated on a sacrificial layer and then removed using
chemical etching, as shown here.
They were subsequently transferred to
the stretched PDMS with the thin interconnects between circuits free to
buckle to accommodate deformation
of the substrate. The performance of
the circuitry, encapsulated with polyimide for protection, was found largely
unaffected by imposed strains within
design limits. ,
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replace the existing IC infrastructure where cost and form
factor are not competitive for the intended application.”

Elastic, not plastic

The best-known way to create flexible electronics is to print
circuits directly onto carbon-based plastics. One target application for this technology is the electronic newspaper, which is
in the process of being realized commercially. Though the
technology is maturing, it has inherent problems: It relies on
organic materials that have much poorer electronic performance than semiconductors. Worse, the development of these
materials does not come free as a byproduct of progress in the
electronics industry. Finally, although these materials are flexible, they are not elastic: They bend, but they don’t stretch.
Another approach is to fabricate conventional chips and
then thin the wafers to make them lighter and less rigid.
Again, stretching is not an option, and even bending ability is
limited. Yet another option is to attach small chips to an elastic surface and create wires to connect them after the fact.
Though this offers both performance and mechanical flexibility, there are many non-conventional (and, therefore, expensive) fabrication steps involved.
The UIUC approach depends on the fact that silicon, gallium arsenide and other semiconductors—all basically brittle—become flexible when deposited in very thin layers. Max
Lagally, a materials science and engineering professor at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, works in the area of nanostructures for electronics, among other things. “Thin, flexible
Si [and other semiconductors, including Ge] has tremendous
potential,” he says. “There is the flexibility, the ability to take
advantage of the third dimension. One can also strain them
and thus take advantage of better electronic properties—one
can stack them, etc.”
The UIUC approach, in fact, “takes little advantage of these
properties, as the carrier is what is flexible,” Lagally said. This
is in contrast to researchers creating far more sophisticated
micro- and nano-mechanical devices by engineering the
strain in fabricated layers so, when released, they form complex three-dimensional structures. Rather, he explained, the
group’s most important achievement, is the transfer technol-

SEEING IS BELIEVING: Though the new camera has
low resolution, it was able to take recognizable pictures of the University of Illinois team, using color and
spatial multiplexing and very simple optics.
S O U R C E : B E C K M A N I N S T I T U T E , U N I V. O F I L L I N O I S

ogy—the ability to transfer the silicon pieces and connect
them in such a way that they end up in the hemispherical
pattern. It is really the first example of a hemispherical photodetector in silicon.”
However, according to Rogers, the UIUC team—with colleagues at Northwestern University (Evanston, Ill.) and elsewhere—have also made an important contribution to the
understanding of mechanics in silicon. “The buckling
mechanics and the modes of deformation push into the forefront of theoretical mechanics,” Rogers said. “In fact, our very
careful experimental studies of elastic silicon revealed a
flawed assumption in every previous known theoretical treatment of buckling in stiff materials on compliant substrates.”
Further, he sees the future of electronics as taking mechanics into account. “I think these kinds of systems bring
mechanical design to the forefront of system definition, at a
level that might be as important as circuit design,” he said.
“We envision, in fact, a kind of mechanics equivalent to
PSPICE that could aid in the layout of a circuit for optimal
performance in an elastic configuration. A combined
mechanics/electronics design tool might be the ultimate. We

v T O D E M O N S T R AT E that the
technology could be used in a
real-world application, the team
built a hemispherical detector
array, or electronic eye, using circuits like those shown here. To
achieve the curvature, the team
took a hemisphere of PDMS and
stretched it radially to produce a
flat membrane, like a drumhead.
The circuits were transferred onto
this substrate, then deformed with
it as it relaxed to its normal shape.
Finally, they were transferred onto
its permanent substrate: an inverted hemisphere on a glass lens.

v R E S E A R C H E R S A R E N OW working to develop real applications, particularly biomedical and
bio-inspired sensors. They will have to address
issues of device density, ensuring that the thermal
properties of the elastic substrates used do not
impede the performance of the final systems, and
bio-compatibility.
v ELASTIC substratemounted silicon
circuits can conform
to objects with a
relatively small radii
of curvature—in this
case, 2mm.
—S.B.
SOURCE: BECKMAN INSTITUTE, UNIV. OF ILLINOIS
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(LITERALLY). HOW
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—AND BUILD A FEW
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FOR SIX WEIRD
WEEKS IN THE
fall of 2004, Udo Wächter had an unerring sense of direction.
Every morning after he got out of the shower, Wächter, a
sysadmin at the University of Osnabrück in Germany, put
on a wide beige belt lined with 13 vibrating pads—the
same weight-and-gear modules that make a cell phone
judder. On the outside of the belt were a power supply
and a sensor that detected Earth’s magnetic field. Whichever buzzer was pointing north would go off. Constantly.
“It was slightly strange at first,” Wächter
says, “though on the bike, it was great.” He
started to become more aware of the peregrinations he had to make while trying to
reach a destination. “I finally understood just
how much roads actually wind,” he says. He
learned to deal with the stares he got in the
library, his belt humming like a distant chain
saw. Deep into the experiment, Wächter says,
“I suddenly realized that my perception had
shifted. I had some kind of internal map of
the city in my head. I could always find my
way home. Eventually, I felt I couldn’t get
lost, even in a completely new place.”
The effects of the “feelSpace belt”—as
its inventor, Osnabrück cognitive scientist
Peter König, dubbed the device—became
even more profound over time. König says
while he wore it he was “intuitively aware of
the direction of my home or my office. I’d be
waiting in line in the cafeteria and spontaneously think: I live over there.” On a visit to
Hamburg, about 100 miles away, he noticed
that he was conscious of the direction of his
hometown. Wächter felt the vibration in his
dreams, moving around his waist, just like
when he was awake.
Direction isn’t something humans can
detect innately. Some birds can, of course,
and for them it’s no less important than
taste or smell are for us. In fact, lots of animals have cool, “extra” senses. Sunfish see
polarized light. Loggerhead turtles feel
Earth’s magnetic field. Bonnethead sharks
detect subtle changes (less than a nanovolt) in small electrical fields. And other
critters have heightened versions of familiar senses—bats hear frequencies outside
our auditory range, and some insects see
ultraviolet light.
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We humans get just the five. But why?
Can our senses be modified? Expanded?
Given the right prosthetics, could we feel
electromagnetic fields or hear ultrasound?
The answers to these questions, according
to researchers at a handful of labs around
the world, appear to be yes.
It turns out that the tricky bit isn’t the
sensing. The world is full of gadgets that
detect things humans cannot. The hard part
is processing the input. Neuroscientists don’t
know enough about how the brain interprets
data. The science of plugging things directly
into the brain—artificial retinas or cochlear
implants—remains primitive.
So here’s the solution: Figure out how
to change the sensory data you want—the
electromagnetic fields, the ultrasound, the
infrared—into something that the human
brain is already wired to accept, like touch
or sight. The brain, it turns out, is dramatically more flexible than anyone previously
thought, as if we had unused sensory ports
just waiting for the right plug-ins. Now it’s
time to build them.

How do we sense the world around

us? It seems like a simple question. Eyes collect photons of certain wavelengths, transduce them into electrical signals, and send
them to the brain. Ears do the same thing
with vibrations in the air—sound waves.
Touch receptors pick up pressure, heat, cold,
pain. Smell: chemicals contacting receptors inside the nose. Taste: buds of cells
on the tongue.
There’s a reasonably well-accepted sixth
sense (or fifth and a half, at least) called proprioception. A network of nerves, in conjunction with the inner ear, tells the brain

where the body and all its parts are and how
they’re oriented. This is how you know when
you’re upside down, or how you can tell the
car you’re riding in is turning, even with
your eyes closed.
When computers sense the world, they do
it in largely the same way we do. They have
some kind of peripheral sensor, built to pick
up radiation, let’s say, or sound, or chemicals. The sensor is connected to a transducer
that can change analog data about the world
into electrons, bits, a digital form that computers can understand—like recording live
music onto a CD. The transducer then pipes
the converted data into the computer.
But before all that happens, programmers
and engineers make decisions about what
data is important and what isn’t. They know
the bandwidth and the data rate the transducer and computer are capable of, and they
constrain the sensor to provide only the most
relevant information. The computer can
“see” only what it’s been told to look for.
The brain, by contrast, has to integrate
all kinds of information from all five and
a half senses all the time, and then generate a complete picture of the world. So it’s
constantly making decisions about what
to pay attention to, what to generalize or
approximate, and what to ignore. In other
words, it’s flexible.
In February, for example, a team of German researchers confirmed that the auditory cortex of macaques can process visual
information. Similarly, our visual cortex can
accommodate all sorts of altered data. More
than 50 years ago, Austrian researcher Ivo
Kohler gave people goggles that severely
distorted their vision: The lenses turned
the world upside down. After several weeks,
subjects adjusted—their vision was still
tweaked, but their brains were processing
the images so they’d appear normal. In fact,
when people took the glasses off at the end
of the trial, everything seemed to move and
distort in the opposite way.
Later, in the ’60s and ’70s, Harvard neurobiologists David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel
figured out that visual input at a certain critical age helps animals develop a functioning
visual cortex (the pair shared a 1981 Nobel
Prize for their work). But it wasn’t until the
late ’90s that researchers realized the adult
brain was just as changeable, that it could
redeploy neurons by forming new synapses,
remapping itself. That property is called
neuroplasticity.

This is really good news for people building sensory prosthetics, because it means
that the brain can change how it interprets
information from a particular sense, or take
information from one sense and interpret it
with another. In other words, you can use
whatever sensor you want, as long as you
convert the data it collects into a form the
human brain can absorb.

Paul Bach-y-Rita built his first “tac-

tile display” in the 1960s. Inspired by the
plasticity he saw in his father as the older
man recovered from a stroke, Bach-y-Rita
wanted to prove that the brain could assimilate disparate types of information. So he
installed a 20-by-20 array of metal rods in
the back of an old dentist chair. The ends of
the rods were the pixels—people sitting in
the chairs could identify, with great accuracy, “pictures” poked into their backs; they
could, in effect, see the images with their
sense of touch.
By the 1980s, Bach-y-Rita’s team of neuroscientists—now located at the University of
Wisconsin—were working on a much more
sophisticated version of the chair. Bachy-Rita died last November, but his lab and
the company he cofounded, Wicab, are still
using touch to carry new sensory information. Having long ago abandoned the vaguely
Marathon Man–like dentist chair, the team
now uses a mouthpiece studded with 144 tiny
electrodes. It’s attached by ribbon cable to
a pulse generator that induces electric current against the tongue. (As a sensing organ,
the tongue has a lot going for it: nerves and
touch receptors packed close together and
bathed in a conducting liquid, saliva.)
So what kind of information could they
pipe in? Mitch Tyler, one of Bach-y-Rita’s
closest research colleagues, literally
stumbled upon the answer in 2000, when
he got an inner ear infection. If you’ve had
one of these (or a hangover), you know the
feeling: Tyler’s world was spinning. His semicircular canals—where the inner ear senses
orientation in space—weren’t working. “It
was hell,” he says. “I could stay upright only
by fixating on distant objects.” Struggling
into work one day, he realized that the tongue
display might be able to help.
The team attached an accelerometer
to the pulse generator, which they programmed to produce a tiny square. Stay
upright and you feel the square in the center of your tongue; move to the right or left

and the square moves in that direction,
too. In this setup, the accelerometer is the
sensor and the combination of mouthpiece
and tongue is the transducer, the doorway
into the brain.
The researchers started testing the device
on people with damaged inner ears. Not
only did it restore their balance (presumably by giving them a data feed that was
cleaner than the one coming from their
semicircular canals) but the effects lasted
even after they’d removed the mouthpiece—
sometimes for hours or days.
The success of that balance therapy, now
in clinical trials, led Wicab researchers to
start thinking about other kinds of data
they could pipe to the mouthpiece. During
a long brainstorm session, they wondered
whether the tongue could actually augment
sight for the visually impaired. I tried the
prototype; in a white-walled office strewn
with spare electronics parts, Wicab neuroscientist Aimee Arnoldussen hung a plastic box the size of a brick around my neck
and gave me the mouthpiece. “Some people
hold it still, and some keep it moving like a
lollipop,” she said. “It’s up to you.”
Arnoldussen handed me a pair of blackedout glasses with a tiny camera attached to
the bridge. The camera was cabled to a lap-

chair toward a large black rectangle painted
on the wall. “Move the foam against the
black to see how it feels,” she said.
I could see it. Feel it. Whatever—I could
tell where the foam was. With Arnoldussen
behind me carrying the laptop, I walked
around the Wicab offices. I managed to
avoid most walls and desks, scanning my
head from side to side slowly to give myself
a wider field of view, like radar. Thinking
back on it, I don’t remember the feeling of
the electrodes on my tongue at all during my
walkabout. What I remember are pictures:
high-contrast images of cubicle walls and
office doors, as though I’d seen them with
my eyes. Tyler’s group hasn’t done the brain
imaging studies to figure out why this is so—
they don’t know whether my visual cortex
was processing the information from my
tongue or whether some other region was
doing the work.
I later tried another version of the technology meant for divers. It displayed a set of
directional glyphs on my tongue intended to
tell them which way to swim. A flashing triangle on the right would mean “turn right,”
vertical bars moving right says “float right
but keep going straight,” and so on. At the
University of Wisconsin lab, Tyler set me up
with the prototype, a joystick, and a com-

I COULD SEE IT. FEEL IT. WHATEVER—I COULD
TELL WHERE THE FOAM WAS. EYES CLOSED,
USING NOTHING BUT THE MOUTHPIECE
ON MY TONGUE, I COULD WALK AROUND
THE OFFICE, DODGING WALLS AND DESKS.
top that would relay images to the mouthpiece. The look was pretty geeky, but the
folks at the lab were used to it.
She turned it on. Nothing happened.
“Those buttons on the box?” she said.
“They’re like the volume controls for the
image. You want to turn it up as high as
you’re comfortable.”
I cranked up the voltage of the electric
shocks to my tongue. It didn’t feel bad,
actually—like licking the leads on a really
weak 9-volt battery. Arnoldussen handed
me a long white foam cylinder and spun my

puter screen depicting a rudimentary maze.
After a minute of bumping against the virtual
walls, I asked Tyler to hide the maze window,
closed my eyes, and successfully navigated
two courses in 15 minutes. It was like I had
something in my head magically telling me
which way to go.

In the 1970s, the story goes, a Navy
flight surgeon named Angus Rupert went
skydiving nude. And on his way down, in
(very) free fall, he realized that with his
eyes closed, the | CONTINUED ON PAGE 172

Mixed Feelings
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 155

only way he could tell he was plummeting
toward earth was from the feel of the wind
against his skin (well, that and the flopping).
He couldn’t sense gravity at all.
The experience gave Rupert the idea for
the Tactical Situational Awareness System,
a suitably macho name for a vest loaded with
vibration elements, much like the feelSpace
belt. But the TSAS doesn’t tell you which way
is north; it tells you which way is down.
In an airplane, the human proprioceptive
system gets easily confused. A 1-g turn could
set the plane perpendicular to the ground
but still feel like straight and level flight. On
a clear day, visual cues let the pilot’s brain
correct for errors. But in the dark, a pilot
who misreads the plane’s instruments can
end up in a death spiral. Between 1990 and
2004, 11 percent of US Air Force crashes—
and almost a quarter of crashes at night—
resulted from spatial disorientation.
TSAS technology might fix that problem.
At the University of Iowa’s Operator Performance Laboratory, actually a hangar at a little
airfield in Iowa City, director Tom Schnell
showed me the next- generation garment, the
Spatial Orientation Enhancement System.
First we set a baseline. Schnell sat me
down in front of OPL’s elaborate flight simulator and had me fly a couple of missions over
some virtual mountains, trying to follow a
“path” in the sky. I was awful—I kept oversteering. Eventually, I hit a mountain.
Then he brought out his SOES, a mesh of
hard-shell plastic, elastic, and Velcro that fit
over my arms and torso, strung with vibrating elements called tactile stimulators, or tactors. “The legs aren’t working,” Schnell said,
“but they never helped much anyway.”
Flight became intuitive. When the plane
tilted to the right, my right wrist started
to vibrate—then the elbow, and then the
shoulder as the bank sharpened. It was like
my arm was getting deeper and deeper into
1

7

2
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something. To level off, I just moved the joystick until the buzzing stopped. I closed my
eyes so I could ignore the screen.
Finally, Schnell set the simulator to put the
plane into a dive. Even with my eyes open, he
said, the screen wouldn’t help me because
the visual cues were poor. But with the vest,
I never lost track of the plane’s orientation. I
almost stopped noticing the buzzing on my
arms and chest; I simply knew where I was,
how I was moving. I pulled the plane out.
When the original feelSpace experiment ended, Wächter, the sysadmin who
started dreaming in north, says he felt lost;
like the people wearing the weird goggles
in those Austrian experiments, his brain
had remapped in expectation of the new
input. “Sometimes I would even get a phantom buzzing.” He bought himself a GPS unit,
which today he glances at obsessively. One
woman was so dizzy and disoriented for
her first two post-feelSpace days that her
colleagues wanted to send her home from
work. “My living space shrank quickly,” says
König. “The world appeared smaller and
more chaotic.”
I wore a feelSpace belt for just a day or so,
not long enough to have my brain remapped.
In fact, my biggest worry was that as a darkcomplexioned person wearing a wide belt
bristling with wires and batteries, I’d be
mistaken for a suicide bomber in charming
downtown Osnabrück.
The puzzling reactions of the longtime
feelSpace wearers are characteristic of the
problems researchers are bumping into as
they play in the brain’s cross-modal spaces.
Nobody has done the imaging studies yet;
the areas that integrate the senses are still
unmapped.
Success is still a long way off. The current
incarnations of sensory prosthetics are bulky
and low-resolution—largely impractical.
What the researchers working on this technology are looking for is something transparent, something that users can (safely)
forget they’re wearing. But sensor technology isn’t the main problem. The trick will
be to finally understand more about how
the brain processes the information, even
while seeing the world with many different
kinds of eyes. !
sunny bains (www.sunnybains.com
/blog) wrote about self-repairing micromachines in issue 13.09.
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Moving things with our minds is now
becoming possible thanks to neuroscience
and some good engineering – but more
remains to be done
By Sunny Bains

IT’S NOT DIFFICULT for an engineer to
understand why a spinal cord injury can be so
devastating. The brain makes the decision about where
and when to move, and the spinal cord operates as both
communications channel and control system,
implementing that decision. If it becomes damaged, the
required signals are blocked to some parts of the body,
and the brain loses control of them entirely. If the patient
is lucky, he or she may still have upper body movement,
or be able to communicate by speaking or through basic
motions of the eye.
Scientists and engineers have long been working on
ways for people with this kind of serious physical
impairment to control their environment and interact
with the world. Eye-tracking systems that allow
computer or wheelchair control are routinely available.
But such systems still usually fall short of allowing
multitasking – you cannot be using your finger to tap out
a message, steer, and operate your drinking straw at the
same time.
Consequently, researchers are now looking at ways of
getting signals straight from the brain to the hardware, to
be operated without going through a bodily actuator
(assuming one is available). They are doing this by
planting electrodes directly into the brain to pick up
neural activity, decoding this information, and using it to
control machines directly. This involves three major
areas of research: neuroscience, to figure out what part of
the brain to record and what is to be recorded; electrical
engineering, to detect, pre-process, and communicate the
neural signals: and information processing, to turn data
from the probe into meaningful control signals.

Below: The BrainGate
chip from Cyberkinetics
has already been
implanted in a human
patient and successfully
used to control a robot
arm and computer

frontal and parietal lobes (located roughly in
the top half front, and top half centre of the
brain, respectively) of monkeys as they used
their hands to operate joysticks. According to
Dr Jose Carmena, whose work at Duke’s
NicolelisLab has been partially sponsored by
the Christopher Reeve Paralysis Foundation,
the monkeys were shown a computer screen
and given the task of moving a cursor to
intersect with circles that appeared. If it
succeeded, it would get a drink of juice.
During this phase of the experiment,
researchers monitored both the position of
the hand (joystick) and the neural activity of
the monkey.
In fact, the frontal and parietal lobes –
unlike sections of the motor cortex, for
example, do not directly send movement
signals to the hand. Instead, they are involved
with deciding which trajectory to take. This
is crucial in the next phase: where the
joystick is turned off. The monkey is given
the same task but, this time, the cursor is
controlled solely by the neural firing.
Eventually, the monkey learns that it need ➔

SEE, THINK, DO
Much of the work that has been done so far involves
direct control by extracting motor parameters – such as
hand position and velocity – from various parts of the
brain. For instance, in one set of experiments at Duke
University, North Carolina, researchers monitored the
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not touch the joystick at all to get the reward: all it has to
do is think about how it wants the cursor to move, and it
does.
At the California Institute of Technology, Prof
Richard Anderson and his colleagues are working on
signals with a focus on the monkey’s goals, not specific
movement paths. By placing electrodes along a path from
the extrastriate visual cortex at the back of the brain
through the parietal reach region, and on to the motor
cortex at the front, they were able to decode not the
planned movement itself, but the intention and goal of
that move. The eventual aim of using such ‘cognitivelevel’ signals is that they free the user from the need to
worry about implementation. Smart-limbs and other
machines will work out how to make movements or
perform tasks efficiently; all the person needs to do is
decide what they want done. Researchers at Stanford
University are working on a similar approach.
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Above: CalTech’s
microdrive is designed
to allow the position of
implanted electrodes to
be optimised
automatically. Shown is:
(top) a cross-section of
the device illustrating
the relative position
with respect to skull
and brain tissue;
(bottom left) the
piezoelectric actuators
allowing micron and
better precision;
(bottom right) the
loaded motor assembly.

PICKING YOUR BRAIN
Though it may sound like the technology is
already up and running, there is much work
to be done before it can be used to aid patients
long-term. One problem is very basic: how do
you find the ‘right’ location for neural
recording and optimise the amount of signal
you are receiving despite tissue migration,
inflammation, or cell death? Until now, the
answer has been, ‘With great difficulty’.
Initially, finding the right position was more
a question of luck than anything else,
because the electrodes had to be placed as
part of a monolithic array: researchers could
only hope that a decent number of the
detectors were in the right place. Later,
microdrives were developed that allowed
each
electrode
to
be
positioned
independently, but this was also problematic.
Researchers had to carefully position the
probes on first implantation and then handtweak again on a regular basis in order to
optimise the signal.
The CalTech team decided that the best
way to tackle this problem was to design a
probe that would optimise itself using a
neural feedback. Their design uses mini
piezoelectric actuators that can move four
electrodes over a 5mm range with micron
precision, and sufficient force to push
through the brain matter surrounding them.
Autonomous positioning is achieved using
an algorithm that detects the incoming signal
and then processes it to produce a figure of
merit for the current probe location. This
information is then used to optimise the
probe position. Though the system works, it
may be difficult to scale up – the current
design only has four electrodes and hundreds
or thousands are necessary.
After signals have been detected, the next
job is to get them off the chip so they can be
decoded. Clearly, the ideal system won’t use
wires and, to this end, several groups have
been working with low-power telemetry
systems. Since electrode arrays can have
hundreds or thousands of pins, this could
represent a communications bottleneck if
the signal were not compressed in some way.
Fortunately, the brain has its own
compression technique in that the neural
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signals arrive as a series of spikes. This means that all
engineers have to do is recognise these spikes and
communicate their arrival time.
This may seem like an easy signal processing problem,
but digitally identifying a spike and differentiating it
from noise in real-time is not a trivial matter. Not only
this, but the input from each individual electrode has to
be processed in parallel – in around 10ms (to avoid a
disorienting time lag between thought and action). This
task becomes even more difficult when you remember
that, eventually, the processor will have to be worn by the

patient all the time: potentially inside the
skull.
At Stanford University, Prof Krishna
Shenoy and his team have been looking into
possible solutions, and have obtained
promising results using both digital and
analogue signal processing. The analogue
approach is particularly attractive as the
power requirements are many orders of
magnitude lower than for digital processing.
In collaboration with Prof Reid Harrison ➔

MONKEY BUSINESS
Training stage

(1) Acquire Touc
T
h
Acquire Fix

(2) Target
T
Cu e
Delay Period

(3) Go Cue

(4) Movement period
Target Acquire d
T

Thought control

(1) Acquire Touc
T
h
Acquire Fix

(2) Target
T
Cu e
Delay Period

Training stage: (1) First, while staring
at a red fixation point the monkey is
trained to touch a point (shown here by
the yellow square) on the screen. (2)
Next, it is shown the target for its next
touch (the smaller square, bottom right).
However, it knows it must wait until it
receives a ‘go’ cue before it is allowed to
move its hand. (3) The square gets
bigger (the ‘go’ cue), so the monkey
knows it’s time to touch that point on
the screen. (4) Finally, the monkey

(3) Prosthetic Reach

reaches for the new target, and receives
a reward.
Thought control: Here, parts (1) and (2)
are identical to the training stage. This time,
however, the monkey gets its reward solely
by generating the thought patterns
corresponding to the ‘waiting for the go
cue’ state (sensed by a neural implants).
The system is trained to sense change
changes in the brain’s activity correlated to
this waiting state. In part (3) the state has

One of the Stanford
University experiments
to allow a monkey to
complete a task
(and receive a reward)
through thought alone.
been recognised, and the computer
responds by highlighting the square and
providing the monkey with its reward.
In this experiment the monkey is thinking
about its goal but not planning the exact
movement. This kind of cognitive or goaloriented command is ideal for situations
where a smart machine is available to
implement the desire of the patient
without needing an exact specification of
how the task is to be performed.
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corrupted by Gaussian noise), with each
firing rate (hand position/movement)
having some probability of occurring. By
modelling these probabilities and allowing
their values to change over time the
system learns to associate firing patterns
with specific hand movements.
The Cyberkinetics work has been very
successful and, at the end of 2004, the
company announced that it had implanted
a chip in the first of a set of five paralysed
human patients who were to undergo
trials of the technology. According to
Donoghue, “The patient can use the
system to navigate through computer
software programs, adjust environmental
controls (turn on/off or adjust TV channel
or room lights), and control a robotic hand
with no more effort than is required for
usual hand motions in able-bodied
humans.”

TO REALLY GIVE PATIENTS FREEDOM OF ACTION,
MANY CHIPS WOULD NEED TO BE IMPLANTED
TO SENSE DIFFERENT KINDS OF MOVEMENTS,
GOALS, INTENTIONS AND EVEN EMOTIONS
at the University of Utah, they’ve already built and
tested one proof-of-concept analogue processor – with
good results – and are now in the process of building
a second-generation device.
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Once the activity of the selected group of neurons has
been read, the last step (before sending control codes
to the limb, wheelchair, or computer) is to decipher
them. John Donoghue is a professor at Brown
University in Rhode Island, and the founder of
Cyberkinetics, one of the first companies to get US
Government approval to implant neural prosthetics
into humans. His team works on output from neurons
in the motor cortex, particularly those involved with
sending control signals to the hand. To this end, they
have developed a new algorithm that allows them to
decode the neural signals in real-time.
In the new algorithm, each of the received neural
spike rates is considered to encode one handmovement-related parameter. The complete set of
neural spike rates is treated as a Gaussian mixture
(i.e. it’s assumed each spike reading has been
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THE NEXT STEP
According to Richard Anderson from
CalTech, one of the next important steps
will be to exploit the signals from many
different brain areas rather than just
sections related to specific types of
movement. He points out that, just as a
communications bottleneck occurs with a
partly-paralysed person (i.e. you can only
use your hand for one task at a time), the
same
will
happen
with
a
neuroprosthetically-controlled limb. To
really give patients freedom of action,
many chips would be implanted to sense
different kinds of movements, goals,
intentions, and even emotions.
But both he and John Donoghue agree
that the first major obstacle to the success
of the technology is the engineering of the
probes themselves. They must be designed
so that they are wireless, implantable (and
operational) over a lifetime, and able to
adapt to changing brain signals and
conditions. If engineers can deliver, they
have a long queue of potential customers.
Dr Sunny Bains is a scientist and journalist
based at Imperial College London
http:/ / www.sunnybains.com

